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At the outset, let me express my gratitude to the members of the Society of Petroleum Geophysicists for
entrusting me the responsibility of President, SPG-India. I feel deeply honored to take over the
responsibility of Society which was led by distinguished geoscientists in the past. It gives me immense
pleasure to interact with the SPG members through its prestigious journal, Geohorizons.
Journey of SPG since its birth till now has been amazing by virtue of the hard work and sincere efforts put in
by each of its members. The Society now needs to expand its realm by focusing on various facets of energy
business through introduction to new technologies, which may translate into future tangible Oil & Gas
reserves.
SPG has been serving its members through publication & digital uploading of Geohorizons on its website
along with technical papers of SPG conferences for circulation and knowledge sharing.
Due to Covid-19 situation, SPG-India and its effervescent regional chapters are conducting quality
technical webinars delivered by eminent geoscientists. These webinars are overwhelmingly appreciated
by the SPG members. Recently, few geological field trips have also been organized by SPG and its regional
chapters.
Geohorizons is the true culmination of efforts of sharing technical ideas and experiences. There is urgent
need of bringing out Geohorizons regularly with quality content as an ongoing process. It is essential to
bring out Geohorizons with brilliant publication and class content.
I once again invite you all for sharing technical contribution to the developing world of geoscience through
your own Society of Petroleum Geophysicists.
This issue includes five quality shortlisted technical papers from the Kochi-2020 event for wider
circulation and knowledge dissemination amongst geoscientists.
On behalf of the Society and my personal behalf, wishing success to all members for their future endeavors.

(Shiv Kumar Sharma)
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